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CONTEXT

Policy search is the problem of finding a policy or controller maximizing
some unknown utility function:

Find π ∈ arg maxJ(π) (1)

RL vs ES:

Research on policy search methods has gained popularity thanks to the
combination of classic algorithms with deep neural networks. It gave rise
to the emergence of efficient deep reinforcement learning (deep RL) tech-
niques (1). Deep neuroevolution methods applying evolution strategies
(ESs) to the parameters of a deep network also emerged as a competitive
alternative. Both families of techniques have clear distinguishing proper-
ties. On average:

u Evolutionary methods are significantly less sample efficient than
deep RL methods, because they learn from complete episodes,
whereas deep RL methods use elementary steps of the system as
samples, and thus exploit more information (2), especially when
using a replay buffer.

u Deep RL methods such as the DDPG algorithm (1) are known to be
more unstable and sensitive to hyper-parameter setting than evolu-
tionary methods.

u Evolutionary methods benefit from inherent high parallelization
capabilities (3).

Towards Reconciliation:

Rather than opposing both families as competing solutions to the policy
search problem, a richer perspective consists in combining them so as
to get the best of both worlds. In this paper, we propose to consider a
simple, yet efficient combination of a deep RL algorithm, TD3, with an
evolutionary algorithm, CEM, resulting in a algorithm that we generically
call CEM-RL.

BACKGROUND

DDPG and TD3:

Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) (1) and Twin Delayed Deep
Deterministic policy gradient (TD3) (4) algorithms are two off-policy,
actor-critic and sample efficient deep RL algorithms. TD3 improves on
DDPG and limits over-estimation bias in the critics’s update by using two
critics and taking the lowest estimate of the action values in the update
mechanisms.

CEM:

The Cross-Entropy Method algorithm (CEM) is a simple algorithm where
at each iteration N individuals xi are sampled by adding Gaussian noise
around the current mean of the distribution µ, with the current covari-
ance matrix Σ, i.e. xi ∼ N (µ,Σ). The fitness of these new individuals
(fi)i=1,...,λ are computed, and the top-performing half of the population,
(zi)i=1,...,Ke

are used to compute the new mean and covariance of the
distribution
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ERL
Evolutionary Reinforcement Learning (5) is another algorithm combining
DDPG with a genetic algorithm that manages a population of actors.

1. The actors of the population are evaluated in the environment, sam-
ples from the interaction are stored in the replay buffer.

2. Random samples are extracted from the replay buffer and used to
learn the critic Qπ and the actor π, which is left out of the popula-
tion, with the DDPG algorithm.

3. Periodically, the actor π is introduced in the population.

4. Tournament selection occurs to select the surviving individuals, to
which random mutations are applied to generate offsprings.
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THE CEM-RL ALGORITHM

The algorithm unfolds as follows:

1. The CEM algorithm samples actors
according to the current distribution
N (πµ,Σ).

2. Sampled actors are evaluated in the en-
vironment, samples from the interac-
tion are stored in the replay buffer.

3. Random samples are extracted from the
replay buffer and used to the learn the
critic Qπ , with the DDPG or TD3 algo-
rithm, using the different CEM policies.

4. Half of the population follows the gra-
dient given by the critic for a few steps,
whilst the other stays put

5. The new mean actor πµ and covariance
Σ are estimated from top-performing
half of the resulting population, us-
ing the corresponding fitness values re-
turned by the environment.
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ITERATION VISUALIZATION

CEM Iteration:

CEM-RL Iteration:

COMPARISON WITH BASELINES

We compare CEM-RL to three baselines: our variant of CEM, TD3 and a
multi-actor variant of TD3 on several MUJOCO benchmarks.

On most benchmark, the combination gives better results than its sepa-
rated parts, despite the simplicity of the method.

COMPARISON WITH ERL
We compare CEM-RL to the ERL algorithm on several MUJOCO bench-
marks. We use DDPG instead of TD3 in CEM-RL for a fair comparison,
since ERL uses DDPG.

On average CEM-RL learns faster and gives better final policies.

We plot the first two parameters of each actor of the population during a
run of CEM-RL and ERL:

CEM-RL explores the parameter space more efficiently, whereas the pop-
ulation in ERL tends to be less diverse.

FUTURE RESEARCH

Combining reinforcement learning and evolutionary algorithm is a grow-
ing subject with many unknowns and possibilities. Potential future work
could focus on:

u Using the ERL combination approach with CEM and TD3.

u Using Quality Diversity methods instead of CEM and SAC instead
of TD3.

u Working on benchmarks of smaller sizes to better understand the
combination.


